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not
payroll.
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Employing the most qualified people only
when you need them drastically reduces
employee overhead
For a variety of reasons, many businesses and
organizations seek to employ seasonal, short-
term or other unique personnel to optimize
operational efficiency and remain competitive.
Augmenting and reducing staff through
traditional direct hire or temporary employment
methods can be cost prohibitive, especially
when factoring in employee overhead, such as
benefits, taxes, insurance and other fixed costs.

Expanding staff without the burden of long-
term employee overhead requires the flexibility
and creativity of a seasoned payrolling partner.
An effective outsourced payrolling solution
enables organizations to hand-pick their own
best-fit talent to augment staff only as needed.
In short, offloading all associated payroll
responsibility can dramatically reduce fixed
employee overhead costs.

Payrolling Solutions by Mary Kraft—
enabling staff expansion with minimal
financial impact
Need a peak season employee? Hiring a student
for a summer job? Want to bring back a proven
resource? Payrolling Solutions by Mary Kraft
enable you to cost-effectively augment your
workforce within the framework of your
organization’s policies. You add the staff you

want without incurring associated employer
overhead. You focus on driving business success
while we handle all employee payroll liability.

Through a fully outsourced approach, Mary
Kraft helps you lower the fixed costs associated
with long-term employees by assuming payroll
responsibility for non-traditional staff. When you
identify and select the people you need for your
staff, Mary Kraft becomes the employer of
record, incurring all payroll liability, including
taxes, Social Security, benefits and workers
compensation. At Mary Kraft, we strive to meet
your unique staffing needs so that you can
focus on the bottom line.

The Mary Kraft advantage
Since 1989, Mary Kraft Staffing and HR Solutions
has helped a wide range of healthcare, financial,
commercial and service industry clients increase
productivity and drive cost savings through an
array of flexible staffing and outsourced HR
solutions. Our team of dedicated HR
professionals fills direct hire job openings,
supplies temporary help, and provides special
teams for complex projects to hundreds of
companies each year.

Hire the people you choose when and where
you need them with Payrolling Solutions by
Mary Kraft.

Why Payrolling
Solutions by
Mary Kraft?
• Reduce fixed costs related to
long-term employees by
outsourcing all payroll-
related liability

• Respond quickly and cost
effectively to seasonal
demand by utilizing only the
people you need, when you
need them

• Augment your workforce
within the framework of your
organization’s policies

• Meet unique staffing
requirements and improve
your bottom line with a fully
outsourced payrolling
approach

Expanding staff without
the burden of long-term
employee overhead requires
the flexibility and creativity of
a seasoned payrolling partner.




